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What’s New 

Here's what's new in Global AssetView/CyberSecurity Asset Management 2.14! 
 
 

 CyberSecurity Asset Management 
 

Asset Risk Score Renamed as TrueRisk Score 

Added ‘Domain/SubDomain’ Filter Criterion to Manage EASM Configurations 

Added a New ‘All Time’ Timeframe Option 

Added a New ‘All Time’ Filter 

Added Support for EASM Tokens from the Tag Creation Wizard 

 

 Global AssetView/CyberSecurity Asset Management 

 
Web Application Scanning (WAS) Integration with CSAM 

Added ICS_OCA Source Type for ICS Assets 

Download Support for Installed Software 

Assets Listing and Assets Count Based on User Scope 

New tokens 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Global AssetView/CyberSecurity Asset Management 2.14 brings many more improvements 
and updates! Learn more 
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Asset Risk Score Renamed as TrueRisk Score 

With the CSAM 2.14.0.0 release, the Asset Risk Score is renamed as TruRisk Score. As a result, 
the Asset Risk Score instances from multiple User Interface (UI) pages are renamed with 
TruRisk Score.  
 
When you go to INVENTORY > Assets and EASM > Assets tab, you can see the “TruRisk 
Score” column, previously called “Asset Risk Score”.  

 
 

 
 
From the INVENTORY > Assets and EASM > Assets tab, when you select All, Managed, or 

Unmanaged and click the info icon  next to the TruRisk Score, the TruRisk score details 
are shown.  
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An additional tab, the TruRisk Score tab, is added to the Asset details page under the 
Security section. When you click the TruRisk Score tab, you can see TruRisk details for the 
selected asset, such as TruRisk contributing factors, the Risk Calculation formula, and a 
summary of identified vulnerabilities.    
 

 
 
When you go to EASM > Assets or Inventory > Assets tab and click the TruRisk Score score 
count from the “TruRisk Score” column for a particular asset, you are now navigated to the 
TruRisk Score page, shown earlier. Due to this enhancement, you can get quick visibility of 
all the possible TruRisk score details.  
 
For more details, refer to the Viewing Inventory of External Attack Surface Discovered Assets 
from the EASM Tab and TruRisk Score Calculation. 
 

Added ‘Domain/SubDomain’ Filter Criterion in global exclusion to Manage 
EASM Configurations         

With the CSAM 2.14.0.0 release, we have added a new filter criterion, ‘Domain/SubDomain’, 
in global exclusion for managing EASM configurations. By using this criterion, you can 
exclude the specified Domain/SubDomain of the EASM assets from all the included seeds to 
manage EASM configurations. Refer to the CSAM Online Help to learn more details about the 
filter criteria in External Attack Surface Management (EASM) Configuration. 
 

 

https://docs.qualys.com/en/csam/latest/#t=inventory%2Fsensors%2Fviewing_inventory_easm_assets_easm_tab.htm
https://docs.qualys.com/en/csam/latest/#t=inventory%2Fsensors%2Fviewing_inventory_easm_assets_easm_tab.htm
https://docs.qualys.com/en/csam/latest/inventory/sensors/ars_easm_unmanaged.htm
https://docs.qualys.com/en/csam/latest/#t=inventory%2Fsensors%2FFilter_Criteria_in_EASM_Configuration.htm
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Added a New ‘All Time’ Timeframe Option 

With the CSAM 2.14.0.0 release, we have added a new timeframe filter option, “All Time” to 
the Add Widget to Dashboard (CSAM) page. By applying this filter, you can see all-time data 
in the widgets. 
 

 
 

Added a New ‘All Time’ Filter 

With the CSAM 2.14.0.0 release, we have added a new filter called the ‘All Time’ filter to the 
DASHBOARD, INVENTORY, and EASM tabs.  By applying this filter, the all-time data is 
shown. 
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Added Support for EASM Tokens from the Tag Creation Wizard          

Before the CSAM 2.14.0.0 release, you could use the following EASM search tokens from the 
EASM, INVENTORY, TAGS, and DASHBOARD tabs only.  
 
With the CSAM 2.14.0.0 release, you can also use these tokens in the tag creation wizard 
(Dynamic tag > Asset Inventory rule). For more information, refer to the Search Tokens for 
Tag Rules topic from the online help. 
 
 

• asset.domain: This token enables you to find the assets with their domain. 
• asset.subdomain: This token enables you to find the assets using their subdomains. 
• asset.org.name: This token enables you to find assets with the organization name 

you're looking for. 
• asset.isp: This token enables you to find assets with the Internet Service Provider (ISP) 

name you're looking for. 
• asset.asn: This token enables you to find the assets with the ASN value you are 

looking for. 
• whoIs.registrantEmailId: This token enables you to find all the assets using the 

registrant email id of the domain or subdomain. 
• whoIs.registrantOrg: This token enables you to find all the assets by using the 

registrant organization of the domain or subdomain. 
• whoIs.registrar: This token helps you to find all the assets using the registrar. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

https://docs.qualys.com/en/csam/latest/#t=search_tips%2Ftag_rules.htm
https://docs.qualys.com/en/csam/latest/#t=search_tips%2Ftag_rules.htm
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Web Application Scanning (WAS) Integration with CSAM  

With the CSAM 2.14.0.0 release, we have introduced WAS integration with CSAM. With this 
integration, you can identify and manage security risks and vulnerabilities in web 
applications and APIs anywhere and anytime.  
  
Prerequisite: 
WAS must be enabled for you. To get it enabled, contact Support. 
 
A new tab Web Applications is added. After WAS is enabled for you, you can create Web 
apps, activate WAS on the potential Web Assets, and deactivate WAS from the Web App. To 
know more details, refer to the online help. 
 

 
  
 

Added ICS_OCA Source Type for ICS Assets 

With the CSAM 2.14.0.0 release, we have added the ICS_OCA source type for ICS assets. You 
might notice a discrepancy in the counts of assets with the ICS_OCA tag and assets with the 
ICS_OCA source. This is because the source tracking of assets imported from project files is 
changed to ICS_OCA from PASSIVE_SENSOR. 
 
Note: This change does not automatically apply to assets imported earlier. It applies to only 
the assets imported from project files after that. To correct the discrepancy, delete the 
project files and upload them again. 
 

 
 

https://docs.qualys.com/en/csam/latest/#t=was_integration%2Fwas_csam_integration.htm
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Download Support for Installed Software  

With the CSAM 2.14.0.0 release, you can now download details about the software in the 
Application/Others category installed on the asset from the Installed Software page. From the 
downloaded report, you can identify the software version, end of license date, etc.  
 
To download the report, from the Asset Details page, click the Installed Software tab and 

click the download  icon.  
 

 
 

Assets Listing and Assets Count Based on User Scope 

The assets list and count are now shown based on the scope defined for the respective user. 
After the scope is defined for a respective user, that user can access only the assets, which 
are tagged by the specified tags.   
 
Note: Before the CSAM 2.14.0.0 release also, it was possible to define the user scoping for the 
public V2 APIs only, and the assets list and count were shown based on the scope defined for 
the respective user.  
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Hence, though there is no change in the user experience, with the CSAM 2.14.0.0 release, the 
user scoping can be defined for the public V1 APIs too, which is noteworthy. For more 
information, refer to the API Release Notes. 
 

 
 
Note: See the following screen capture, wherein the assets associated with only the “Cloud 
Agent” tag are in scope for this user, and hence, only those assets are shown on the UI. 
 

 
 

New tokens  

With the CSAM 2.14.0.0 release, you can use the following new WAS tokens from the 
INVENTORY > Web Applications tab: 

• asset.links: This token enables you to filter web assets based on crawled links.  
• asset.url: This token enables you to filter web assets based on the IP, domain, 

subdomain, or URL used during Web Application creation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.qualys.com/docs/release-notes/qualys-gav-csam-2.14-api-release-notes.pdf
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Issues Addressed 

- A discrepancy was found in the assets count when trending was enabled. The assets 
count shown in the CSAM widget and the assets count shown on the Inventory page 
were different. The issue was observed because though no timeframe was selected, 
the 30 days timeframe was considered when showing the data on the Inventory page, 
which led to this discrepancy. With this release, we fixed this issue by adding the “All 
Time” timeframe on the Trending widget, which is the default timeframe. Thus, when 
no timeframe is selected, results from the trending widget also show all-time data. 
 

- An issue was observed where an incorrect result was shown when the user changed 
the timeframe from enable to disable for the trending widget. We have now fixed the 
issue, and the correct result is shown. This issue might exist in the case of the 
previously added widgets. To fix the issue, either edit and save the impacted widgets 
or delete the impacted widgets and new ones. 
 

- An issue was observed where, upon the expiry of the GAV license, the GAV-specific 
dashboard was no more available for the user. We have now fixed this issue, and as a 
result, though the GAV license expires and changes from full to free, the default GAV-
specific free dashboard will be available for the user. 
 

- An issue was observed where, though a higher central API subscription was 
purchased, and the user upgraded the CSAM subscription from free to trial from the 
CSAM UI, the concurrency limit and rate limit was set based on the default trial 
version API subscription instead of the central API subscription. Now, these 
subscriptions are compared first, and the higher one is considered to set the 
concurrency and rate limits. 

  
- We have fixed the issue where the geolocation automated query didn't provide 

correct results for the country name that included "and" in its name. 
 

- We have fixed the issue, wherein upon detection of multiple Microsoft Teams 
versions on the asset, the latest updated version was not shown in the Installed 
software list of that asset. 
 

- We have fixed the issue observed for the sub-user, wherein upon clicking the "View 
all" option of the VM widget added to the CSAM dashboard, the VMDR application was 
not opening.  
 

- We have fixed the issue where the scheduled report creation and saving from only 
the Firefox browser used to fail. 
 

- We have fixed the issue where a user could not search for assets associated with tag 
names that included a special character using the tags.name QQL. 
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